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A battered turtle just brought in, who will be cared for. Tropical Storm Eta is causing a large 
surge in washback turtles being brought in to the Sea Turtle Healing Center at the Brevard 
Zoo, mainly by the Sea Turtle Preservation Society. As of Monday afternoon, they had 50 
small turtles of various types, and assume there will be many more. If anyone finds any of 
of the federally protected turtles washed back onto the beach, call (321) 206-0646, or 1-
888-404-FWCC. 
TIM SHORTT/FLORIDA TODAY 
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A turtle minutes after being brought in to the zoo. Tropical Storm Eta is causing a large 
surge in washback turtles being brought in to the Sea Turtle Healing Center at the Brevard 
Zoo, mainly by the Sea Turtle Preservation Society. As of Monday afternoon, they had 50 
small turtles of various types, and assume there will be many more. If anyone finds any of 
of the federally protected turtles washed back onto the beach, call (321) 206-0646, or 1-
888-404-FWCC. 
TIM SHORTT/FLORIDA TODAY 



 

Shanon Gann holds some of the turtles just brought in.Tropical Storm Eta is causing a large 
surge in washback turtles being brought in to the Sea Turtle Healing Center at the Brevard 
Zoo, mainly by the Sea Turtle Preservation Society. As of Monday afternoon, they had 50 
small turtles of various types, and assume there will be many more. If anyone finds any of 
of the federally protected turtles washed back onto the beach, call (321) 206-0646, or 1-
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888-404-FWCC. 
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A feisty turtle with one eye is brought in.Tropical Storm Eta is causing a large surge in 
washback turtles being brought in to the Sea Turtle Healing Center at the Brevard Zoo, 
mainly by the Sea Turtle Preservation Society. As of Monday afternoon, they had 50 small 
turtles of various types, and assume there will be many more. If anyone finds any of of the 
federally protected turtles washed back onto the beach, call (321) 206-0646, or 1-888-404-
FWCC. 
TIM SHORTT/FLORIDA TODAY 
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Tropical Storm Eta is causing a large surge in washback turtles being brought in to the Sea 
Turtle Healing Center at the Brevard Zoo, mainly by the Sea Turtle Preservation Society. As 
of Monday afternoon, they had 50 small turtles of various types, and assume there will be 
many more. If anyone finds any of of the federally protected turtles washed back onto the 
beach, call (321) 206-0646, or 1-888-404-FWCC. 
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A turtke arrives who will be cleaned up and checked for health issues. Tropical Storm Eta is 
causing a large surge in washback turtles being brought in to the Sea Turtle Healing Center 
at the Brevard Zoo, mainly by the Sea Turtle Preservation Society. As of Monday afternoon, 
they had 50 small turtles of various types, and assume there will be many more. If anyone 
finds any of of the federally protected turtles washed back onto the beach, call (321) 206-
0646, or 1-888-404-FWCC. 
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